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Visa Inc announced on Monday that it is running a pilot where it will allow its partner payment and crypto platform Crypto.com 

to settle transactions done on its payment network using cryptocurrency USD Coin. Visa plans to introduce this facility to its 

other partners in the future. This is a major boost to cryptocurrencies as it will increase the use of digital assets as a payment 

system in the real world.

However, Ray Dalio, the founder of the $150 billion hedge fund Bridgewater Associates, said to Yahoo Finance that every coun-

try wants to preserve its monopoly and does not want other monies to be competing or operating. Therefore, Dalio believes 

that Bitcoin will be outlawed similar to how gold was in 1934 by the Gold Reserve Act.  

OUR BLOG ARTICLES FOR THIS SPECIAL ISSUE ARE

ATANI – A TOP CRYPTO TRADING TERMINAL 

& 

THE CBERRY PROTOCOL – CONTENT SHARING SYSTEM ON THE BINANCE 

SMART CHAIN

Bitcoin broke below the £38,355 support on March 25 but the bears could not crack the 50-day SMA support. This could 

have attracted sharp buying from the bulls and short covering from the bears who went short below £38,355.

The BTC/GBP pair rose back above the 20-day EMA on March 26, indicating the breakdown was a bear trap. On March 29, 

the bulls pushed the price above the downtrend line. If they can sustain the breakout, the pair may retest the all-time high 

at £44,238.

A breakout of the all-time high will signal the resumption of the uptrend, with the next target objective at £50,000. The 

upsloping moving averages suggest advantage to the bulls but the negative divergence on the RSI signals caution.

The bears are unlikely to give up without a fight. They will mount a stiff resistance in the zone between £42,000 and £44,238. 

If the price turns down from this resistance zone and breaks the 20-day EMA support, the bears will again challenge the 

50-day SMA.

Repeated retests of a critical support level tend to weaken it. Therefore, the next dip toward the 50-day SMA might break it. 

If that happens, the pair could start a deeper correction to £31,005. 

The chart setup looks like the price may remain range-bound with a negative bias. 

Hence, we are not recommending any fresh long positions at the current levels.

Lastly please check out the advancement’s happening in the cryptocurrency world.

Enjoy the issue!

Editor’s Letter

Karnav Shah
Chief Editor

 

https://www.linkedin.com/in/kaz-platinum-financial-media-services-b7493718a/
https://www.facebook.com/karnav.shah
https://twitter.com/PlatinumCrypto
https://www.instagram.com/cryptonaireweekly/
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Featuring in this weeks Edition: 

- Cberry

- QoinIQ

- Atani

- Aubit

Also Get,

- Markets Analysis

- Market News Update

- Read Our Latest Blog:

ATANI – A TOP CRYPTO TRADING 

TERMINAL

THE CBERRY PROTOCOL – CON-

TENT SHARING SYSTEM ON THE 

BINANCE SMART CHAIN

SUBSCRIBE NOW

CRYPTONAIRE WEEKLY
After mentoring thousands of crypto traders around the 

globe, we have culminated all of the consistent and ongo-

ing requirements of crypto-traders into one place.

Our Cryptonaire Weekly magazine includes expert techni-

cal analysis, providing trading opportunities to our sub-

scribers as well as fundamental analysis so our readers 

can keep up to speed with the current developments in 

the crypto markets.

Not only do we provide the information necessary to trade 

active cryptocurrencies on the exchanges, but we also 

take a look at ICOs to help you find those golden projects 

with real value!

No longer will you have to rely on multiple sources to keep 

on top of the markets, we deliver everything directly to 

your inbox each and every week.

What are you waiting for?

Subscribe now!

http://bit.ly/2ZtidJm
https://www.platinumcryptoacademy.com/cryptocurrency-investment/a-top-crypto-trading-terminal/
https://www.platinumcryptoacademy.com/cryptocurrency-investment/a-top-crypto-trading-terminal/
https://www.platinumcryptoacademy.com/cryptocurrency-investment/cberry-protocol-content-sharing-platform-using-binance-smart-chain/
https://www.platinumcryptoacademy.com/cryptocurrency-investment/cberry-protocol-content-sharing-platform-using-binance-smart-chain/
https://www.platinumcryptoacademy.com/cryptocurrency-investment/cberry-protocol-content-sharing-platform-using-binance-smart-chain/
http://bit.ly/2ZtidJm
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Visa Inc announced on Monday that it is running a 

pilot where it will allow its partner payment and crypto 

platform Crypto.com to settle transactions done on its 

payment network using cryptocurrency USD Coin. Visa 

plans to introduce this facility to its other partners in the 

future. This is a major boost to cryptocurrencies as it will 

increase the use of digital assets as a payment system 

in the real world.

However, Ray Dalio, the founder of the $150 billion 

hedge fund Bridgewater Associates, said to Yahoo 

Finance that every country wants to preserve its monop-

oly and does not want other monies to be competing or 

operating. Therefore, Dalio believes that Bitcoin will be 

outlawed similar to how gold was in 1934 by the Gold 

Reserve Act.  

Contrary to Dalio’s view, ARK Invest CEO Cathie Wood 

believes that Bitcoin is just getting started. While speak-

ing at a CBOE panel, Wood said the time was ripe for 

a Bitcoin ETF with increasing demand from institutional 

investors. Wood said that the current valuation of $1 

trillion “is nothing compared to where this ultimately 

will be.” The ARK CEO believes “the prime time” is just 

starting.

For Bitcoin to sustain at the current levels, a steady 

inflow of capital is needed. However, CoinShares data 

suggests the institutional demand may be weakening. In the week ending March 27, the net inflows 

into cryptocurrency investment products was only $21 million, the lowest since October 2020. If the 

flows weaken further, the major cryptocurrencies might enter a corrective phase.

Hello, Crypto Traders welcome to this week’s 175th edition of Cryptonaire Weekly. The overall 

Cryptocurrency Market Cap stands at $1.82 Trillion. We have seen a $130 Billion increase in the 

Market Cap since the last week. Bitcoin price is currently around $57,725 from  $53,950 since last 

week and has increased by 7% and Ether price is now at $1,805 from $1,677 since last week and 

has increased by 7.63%. The current market cap for bitcoin is $1.07 Trillion, and for Altcoins, the 

current market cap is $75 Billion.

Percentage of 

Total Market Capitalization (Dominance)

WEEKLY CRYPTOCURRENCY
MARKET ANALYSIS

Bitcoin

Ethereum

Binance Coin   

Tether     

Cardano 

Polkadot

XRP   

Uniswap

THETA   

Litecoin      

Others

59.08%

11.41%

2.33%

2.23%

2.11%

1.72%

1.44%

0.82%

0.71%

0.71%

17.45%
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TOP 10 COINS

Top 10 Coins by Total Market Capitalisation

https://bit.ly/37YEUvM
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Top 10 Coins by Percentage Gain (Past 7 Days)

Top 10 Coins added to Exchanges with the Highest Market Capitalisation (Past 30 Days)
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http://bit.ly/3lF09se
http://bit.ly/397KInr
http://bit.ly/3lF09se
https://t.me/CberryOfficial
https://twitter.com/cberry_official
https://discord.gg/8VHjSKGf
http://bit.ly/3lF09se
http://bit.ly/3lF09se
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BITCOIN - BTC/GBP

Bitcoin broke below the £38,355 support on March 25 but the bears could not crack the 50-day SMA support. This could have 

attracted sharp buying from the bulls and short covering from the bears who went short below £38,355.

The BTC/GBP pair rose back above the 20-day EMA on March 26, indicating the breakdown was a bear trap. On March 29, 

the bulls pushed the price above the downtrend line. If they can sustain the breakout, the pair may retest the all-time high 

at £44,238.

A breakout of the all-time high will signal the resumption of the uptrend, with the next target objective at £50,000. The upslop-

ing moving averages suggest advantage to the bulls but the negative divergence on the RSI signals caution.

The bears are unlikely to give up without a fight. They will mount a stiff resistance in the zone between £42,000 and £44,238. 

If the price turns down from this resistance zone and breaks the 20-day EMA support, the bears will again challenge the 

50-day SMA.

Repeated retests of a critical support level tend to weaken it. Therefore, the next dip toward the 50-day SMA might break it. 

If that happens, the pair could start a deeper correction to £31,005. 

The chart setup looks like the price may remain range-bound with a negative bias. Hence, we are not recommending any 

fresh long positions at the current levels.

CRYPTO 
TRADE OPPORTUNITIES
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ETHEREUM - ETH/GBP

Ether has formed a symmetrical triangle, which generally acts as a continuation pattern and the 

breakout happens in the direction of the prevailing trend before the pattern was formed. 

In this case, as the trend was up before the formation of the pattern, we can expect the breakout on 

the upside. If that happens, the ETH/GBP pair could retest the all-time high at £1,456.18. A breakout 

and close above this resistance could result in a rally to the pattern target of £1,872.

However, the flat moving averages and the RSI above 56 do not indicate a strong momentum in 

favour of the bulls. If the price turns down from the resistance line of the triangle, the pair may spend 

some more time inside the triangle.

At times, the symmetrical triangle acts as a reversal pattern. Therefore, traders should wait for the 

price to either breakdown or break above the triangle before placing any positional trades. 

Aggressive traders may buy on a breakout and close above the triangle, but use 50% of the usual 

position size. The rest of the position could be added after the price breaks above £1,456.18.
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RIPPLE - XRP/GBP

XRP plunged on March 24 and broke below the moving averages. However, the positive sign was 

that the bulls did not allow the price to sustain the lower levels. They quickly bought the dip and 

pushed the price back above the moving averages on March 25.

The bulls will now try to drive the price above the minor resistance at £0.43561. If they succeed, 

the XRP/GBP pair could rally to £0.48718. This level may act as a stiff resistance, hence traders may 

book partial profits near this level.

We are not suggesting to book profits on the entire position because if the bulls can thrust the price 

above £0.48718, the pair could pick up momentum. The upsloping moving averages and the RSI in 

the positive territory indicate advantage to the bulls.

This positive view will invalidate if the bears sink and sustain the price below £0.35. For now, trad-

ers can keep their stop-loss at £0.30. The stops may be trailed higher after the bulls push the price 

above £0.43561.
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CARDANO - ADA/GBP

Cardano remains stuck inside the £0.71001 to £1.07197 range. The bulls purchased the dip to the 

50-day SMA on March 25 and pushed the price above the 20-day EMA on March 26.

However, since then, the ADA/GBP pair has been trading in small range days, indicating indecision 

among the bulls and the bears about the next directional move.

The flat 20-day EMA and the RSI just above the midpoint also suggest a balance between supply 

and demand. If the bulls push the price above £0.935, the pair may rally to the resistance of the 

range at £1.07197.

A breakout of this resistance could start the next leg of the uptrend, but such a move looks unlikely 

at the moment. On the downside, the bears will gain the upper hand below £0.71001.

The indicators are not pointing towards a clear directional move and the tight range price action also 

suggests indecision. However, if the uncertainty resolves with a sharp rise on the upside, short-term 

traders may buy at £0.94, expecting to book profits near £1.05. The stop-loss for this position could 

be kept below £0.84. 

This trade should be attempted if the price breaks out with strength, else traders may remain on the 

sidelines. 
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BINANCE - BNB/GBP

The break below the 20-day EMA on March 25 was purchased aggressively, indicating strong 

demand at lower levels. Binance Coin has formed a symmetrical triangle pattern.

If the bulls can push the price above the triangle and sustain the breakout, the BNB/GBP pair could 

rally to the all-time high at £249 and then to the pattern target at £326.

The marginally rising 20-day EMA and the RSI above 58 indicate a slight advantage to the bulls. 

Traders may consider initiating long positions on a close above the triangle with the initial stops 

placed below the support line of the triangle.

Contrary to this assumption, if the price turns down from the resistance line of the triangle, the pair 

may consolidate inside the triangle for a few more days. The trend will turn in favour of the bears if 

they can sink the price below the triangle. In such a case, a drop to £130 is possible. 
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http://bit.ly/2ZtidJm
http://bit.ly/2ZtidJm
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ADVANCEMENTS IN THE 
CRYPTOCURRENCY WORLD

Payments giant Visa has announced it is now settling payments in the USDC stablecoin on the 

Ethereum blockchain, becoming the first major payments network to use a stablecoin as a settle-

ment currency.

According to Business Insider, Visa piloted the USDC payment option via cryptocurrency exchange 

Crypto.com, which will now be able to manage its crypto debit card business entirely in digital 

assets. Visa’s standard settlement process required the firm to settle in fiat currency, adding costs 

and complexity to its operation.

Now Crypto.com will be able to settle transactions using USDC directly and as such, it won’t have 

to convert to fiat currency. Visa’s chief product officer Jack Forestell said:

The announcement today marks a major milestone in our ability to address the needs of fintechs 

managing their business in a stablecoin or cryptocurrency.

Visa Starts Settling USDC Stablecoin Payments on the Ethereum Blockchain 

Read more...

https://www.cryptoglobe.com/latest/2021/03/visa-starts-settling-usdc-stablecoin-payments-on-the-ethereum-blockchain-report/
https://www.cryptoglobe.com/latest/2021/03/visa-starts-settling-usdc-stablecoin-payments-on-the-ethereum-blockchain-report/
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Institutional investors may usher in the most extreme portion of the Bitcoin bull market yet, accord-

ing to Kraken’s growth lead Dan Held.

In a lengthy Twitter thread, Held tells his 164,000 followers that Bitcoin is rapidly attracting institu-

tional investors that could add trillions of dollars of value to the market.

“The herd is here. Institutions manage $100 trillion, and now some of that is flowing into Bitcoin.

As institutions provide access to Bitcoin and buy it, it reduces the availability of Bitcoin to purchase.”

Held points out that the level of institutional Bitcoin trading that Coinbase has seen since the fourth 

financial quarter of 2019 has been growing at an alarming rate, especially going into Q4 2020.

“A more concrete way to measure the rise of institutions is through Coinbase’s S-1 filing which had a 

chart breaking out institutional vs retail trading volume. As we can see, the rise of institutions started 

in Q2 2019 and has been ramping up in Q4 2020.”

Kraken’s Dan Held Says Arrival of Institutional Herd Could Ignite Intense 

Bull Market 

Read more...

https://dailyhodl.com/2021/03/29/krakens-dan-held-says-arrival-of-institutional-herd-could-ignite-intense-bull-market/
https://dailyhodl.com/2021/03/29/krakens-dan-held-says-arrival-of-institutional-herd-could-ignite-intense-bull-market/
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In 2018, the global cryptocurrency market had crashed, and Sergii Gerasymovych was looking for 

a way to keep his Bitcoin mining company afloat. He eventually settled on a plan to make money 

while cleaning up two notoriously climate-polluting industries. 

Gerasymovych’s biggest headache—as for all Bitcoin miners—was the price of electricity. Bitcoin 

miners compete against one other to unlock coins by solving increasingly difficult math problems 

with fleets of computers. This consumes a lot of power globally: about as much as Argentina each 

year. Bitcoin miners’ profit margin largely relies on the gap between electricity bills and Bitcoin’s 

value; if the latter drops, the only way to make up the margin is to curb the former. That’s why so 

much of the world’s cryptocurrency mining is tied to low-cost coal and hydroelectric plants in Asia. 

Gerasymovych was hunting for cheap power in the US, and stumbled on an intriguing source: Flare 

gas from natural gas wells. Now, a number of market trends are converging to propel a nascent 

industry in gas-powered Bitcoin.

The pandemic is turning fracking companies into Bitcoin miners 

Read more...

https://qz.com/1988503/bitcoin-miners-and-fracking-companies-are-working-together/
https://qz.com/1988503/bitcoin-miners-and-fracking-companies-are-working-together/
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https://t.me/AuBit_Official_Community
https://www.facebook.com/aubitnetwork
https://twitter.com/aubitnetwork
https://www.linkedin.com/company/aubit
https://www.instagram.com/aubitnetwork/
https://youtu.be/RTNCvWqjWm0
https://bit.ly/3bhBEh6
https://bit.ly/3bVk56X
http://bit.ly/30Rxqqp
https://bit.ly/3tr6SbV
http://bit.ly/2OF9Z0Y
https://bit.ly/3bhBEh6
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Two months ago when Bitcoin began a rally in January, the flagship crypto reached new ATHs and 

remained steady over the $30,000 range for a long time. At the time, data from Longhash revealed 

that in a week’s time, 92% of crypto tokens had “outperformed Bitcoin.” The phenomena marked 

the beginning of an ‘alt season’ with many experts predicting that alts such Ether and ADA could 

continue to reign supreme. 

After gaining much mainstream attention and surging by trillion dollars in market cap, Bitcoin quickly 

outperformed the alts. However, trader and analyst ‘Filbfilb,’ (who is co-founder of Decentrader) 

has now said that a second alt season has arrived. The analyst published his data in a tweet on 29 

March that showed: 

As seen earlier in January, the current “alt season” begins amid yet another massive Bitcoin price 

correction. Over the past two weeks, Bitcoin has shed roughly over $10,000 after its record-break-

ing ATH of more than $61,000. Moreover, btc dominance has declined and is currently at 59.39%, 

as of 29 March. This would be the lowest in the past three months. Meanwhile, the total market 

capitalization of altcoins has surged close to 750 billion.

Analyst says ‘Alt Season’ is here; here’s what this could mean for Bitcoin and 

Ethereum 

Read more...

https://ambcrypto.com/analyst-says-alt-season-is-here-heres-what-this-could-mean-for-bitcoin-and-ethereum/
https://ambcrypto.com/analyst-says-alt-season-is-here-heres-what-this-could-mean-for-bitcoin-and-ethereum/
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Uniswap Trading Volume Exploded by 450% to $7 Billion

Read more...

A new DeFi project called Delta launched on Uniswap. Its rebasing system has made trad-

ing volume on the decentralized exchange appear higher than normal.

Trading volume on decentralized exchange Uniswap has jumped 450% over the last 24 hours. Total 

volume, per statistics on Uniswap.info, is $7.17 billion, compared to $1.6 billion yesterday. The previ-

ous daily record was $2.19 billion on October 26, 2020.

The token responsible for most of today’s volume is DELTA. In the last 24 hours, it’s done $6.13 bil-

lion in trading, or 85% of the total volume, despite only $16.4 million in liquidity.

The new record, alas, won’t stand. Uniswap creator Hayden Adams wrote on Twitter that the statis-

tics DELTA has accumulated will not count toward the DEX’s global volume because of a quirk of 

Delta’s protocol. After that change, real trading volume is at around $1.05 billion, a fairly normal day 

for Uniswap.

Delta may not ring a bell because it’s new. Its token, which resides atop the Ethereum blockchain, 

just launched yesterday. To get it without staking, you have to use Uniswap.

Delta calls itself “an on-chain options layer which utilizes a combination of liquidity standards to 

reduce premiums and offer competitive options prices.” More simply, options trading becomes 

expensive and volatile when there’s a lack of liquidity; Delta says it wants to fix this.

https://decrypt.co/63280/uniswap-trading-volume-exploded-7-billion-heres-why
https://decrypt.co/63280/uniswap-trading-volume-exploded-7-billion-heres-why
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Tyler Winklevoss isn’t buying into speculations that the United States may at some point close its 

doors against Bitcoin. He made this known in a recent Twitter post, in which he explained that the 

process of reviewing Bitcoin’s structure as an asset has already been carried out by the authorities 

set aside for that task. Tyler Winklevoss does not believe that there is anything else the government 

will come back for, implying that the job of cross-checking has been done and dusted.

As seen on his Twitter Feed:

“The US government will never ban Bitcoin. These questions have been asked and answered by 

regulators and courts for the last decade. This ship has sailed.”

Tyler Winklevoss’s convictions are quite different from that of the Billionaire Ray Dalio, who recently 

sent shock waves to Bitcoin-Twitter when he opened up about plans he thinks the government may 

have for Bitcoin in the future.

Even if Ray didn’t at any point conclude that the government would eventually carry through with a 

ban, he made some notable points supporting why it is objectively possible for the government to 

make Bitcoin a target. At a point when Bitcoin is considered a threat to the USD, the government 

may want to put a strain on it, so as to help the USD flourish, He tells.

“The US Government Will Never Ban Bitcoin”: Tyler Winklevoss Opposes Ray Dalio

Read more...

https://zycrypto.com/the-us-government-will-never-ban-bitcoin-tyler-winklevoss-opposes-ray-dalio/
https://zycrypto.com/the-us-government-will-never-ban-bitcoin-tyler-winklevoss-opposes-ray-dalio/
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http://bit.ly/37YEUvM
http://bit.ly/37YEUvM
http://bit.ly/37YEUvM
http://bit.ly/37YEUvM
http://bit.ly/37YEUvM
https://www.linkedin.com/company/qoiniq/
https://www.facebook.com/Qoiniq/
https://www.instagram.com/qoiniq/
https://www.reddit.com/u/Qoiniq/?utm_source=share&utm_medium=ios_app&utm_name=iossmf
https://t.me/QoinIQ_official
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With institutions demanding protection from inflation and dollar depreciation, historical trends could 

see BTC/USD 8X from current prices, says Bloomberg Intelligence.

Bitcoin (BTC) still gets criticized for being too volatile, but one Bloomberg analyst believes that it 

conversely is becoming a “risk-off” choice for investors.

In a tweet on March 25, Mike McGlone, senior commodity strategist at Bloomberg Intelligence, said 

that this year marked a watershed moment for the largest cryptocurrency.

$400,000 BTC would “rhyme” with history

McGlone uploaded a chart of the BTC/USD average price and the Bitcoin Liquid Index, a price ticker 

specially created for institutional use.

“Well on its way to becoming a global digital reserve asset, a maturation leap in 2021 may be tran-

sitioning Bitcoin toward a risk-off asset, in our view,” he wrote.

A potential price peak this year, with previous behavior as context, could be as much as $400,000 

per coin, the chart shows. This dwarfs other estimates, such as that of stock-to-flow, which calls for 

an average of $288,000 between now and 2024.

Bitcoin can reach $400K in 2021 as ‘risk-off reserve asset’ — Bloomberg

Read more...

https://cointelegraph.com/news/bitcoin-can-reach-400k-in-2021-as-risk-off-reserve-asset-bloomberg
https://cointelegraph.com/news/bitcoin-can-reach-400k-in-2021-as-risk-off-reserve-asset-bloomberg
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Blockchain research and analysis firm Chainalysis is the latest company in the crypto industry to 

raise funds. The firm has raised $100 million from investors led by Paradigm, co-founded by crypto 

exchange Coinbase co-founder Fred Ehsram.

TIME Ventures, the investment fund of billionaire Marc Benioff also participated in the funding round 

along with the previous backers, Addition, and Ribbit.

The new investment came just on the back of a $100 million investment in November, bringing 

Chainalysis’s valuation at more than $2 billion.

The New York-based company helps private firms and government agencies process and mine 

blockchain data for analysis recorded on blockchains to root out “cryptocurrency crime and money 

laundering.”

The company aims to use the raised funds for hiring across all parts of the organization and expand 

its product portfolio to provide new data solutions.

Chainalysis is building solutions for cryptocurrency businesses and financial services providers to 

optimize their market development strategies based on on-chain customer behaviors, help asset 

managers use on-chain data to discover crypto investing opportunities, and government agencies 

connect on-chain activity to other data sets.

Chainalysis Raises $100 Million with a $2 Billion Valuation, No Plans to 

Go Public Yet

Read more...

https://bitcoinexchangeguide.com/chainalysis-raises-100-million-with-a-2-billion-valuation-no-plans-to-go-public-yet/
https://bitcoinexchangeguide.com/chainalysis-raises-100-million-with-a-2-billion-valuation-no-plans-to-go-public-yet/
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Mogo Finance Technology Inc., a Canadian fintech firm listed on Nasdaq (NASDAQ:MOGO) and 

Toronto Stock Exchange (TSX:MOGO), is now giving its members who take out a new mortgage 

or refinance an existing one the chance to earn cash to buy bitcoin using its bitcoin (BTC, +3.35%) 

rewards account. 

In an announcement on Monday, Vancouver-based Mogo said the cashback rewards program now 

includes “MogoMortgage” and will give users up to C$3,100 (US$2,461) in cashback rewards. The 

rewards are distributed in dollars into clients’ accounts which, in turn, allows clients to buy bitcoin 

through the MogoCrypto program within the Mogo app. 

Canada’s residential mortgage market is estimated at C$1.7 trillion (US$1.35 trillion). According to 

the company, this new scheme allows Canadians to get a mortgage while earning a cash reward to 

purchase bitcoin.

“Given the volatility and speculative nature of bitcoin, there’s an increasing number of Canadians 

who are looking for ways to participate without risking their own money, and our bitcoin rewards 

program meets this demand,” said David Feller, CEO of Mogo.

MogoMortgage is currently available to Mogo Members in a number of selected provinces including 

Alberta, British Columbia, Manitoba, Ontario, New Brunswick, Nova Scotia, Prince Edward Island, 

and Newfoundland and Labrador.

Nasdaq-Listed Canadian Firm Mogo Launches Bitcoin Cashback Mortgage 

Program 

Read more...

https://www.coindesk.com/nasdaq-canadian-mogo-bitcoin-cashback-mortgage
https://www.coindesk.com/nasdaq-canadian-mogo-bitcoin-cashback-mortgage
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https://bit.ly/3vtfi4n
https://bit.ly/3vtfi4n
https://bit.ly/3vtfi4n
https://bit.ly/3vtfi4n
https://t.me/atani_official
https://twitter.com/Atani_Official
https://www.linkedin.com/company/atani/
https://www.youtube.com/c/ATANI
https://www.instagram.com/atani.official/
https://www.reddit.com/u/Qoiniq/?utm_source=share&utm_medium=ios_app&utm_name=iossmf
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Japanese bank Sumitomo Mitsui launches the country’s first ‘a-1’ rated 

security token 

Read more...

Sumitomo Mitsui has partnered with Securitize to launch Japan’s first security token that complies 

with the country’s Financial Instruments and Exchange Act.

Japan-based bank Sumitomo Mitsui Trust Bank, or SMTB, has launched its first asset-backed securi-

ties token in partnership with Securitize on March 29.

The instrument is the first security token compliant with the Financial Instruments and Exchange 

Act (FIEA) to launch in the Japanese Market. The token has received an “a-1 rating” from Japanese 

rating agency, Rating and Investment Information, Inc, suggesting the product is very likely to fulfill 

its short-term obligations.

The token was created by tokenizing paper-based beneficiary certificates representing investor 

ownership to an underlying asset. SMTB has also created a trust company to manage its underlying 

securitized investments.

SMTB issued the product using Securitize’ security tokenization platform. Securitize was founded 

in the United States in 2017, before launching a Japanese division that secured investment backed 

from some of the country’s leading companies including Sony, SBI, and Softank.

https://cointelegraph.com/news/japanese-bank-sumitomo-mitsui-launches-the-country-s-first-a-1-rated-security-token
https://cointelegraph.com/news/japanese-bank-sumitomo-mitsui-launches-the-country-s-first-a-1-rated-security-token
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ATANI – A TOP CRYPTO TRADING 

TERMINAL

Atani is a crypto trading terminal for cryptocurrency investing born in 2019 between London, Madrid, 

and Barcelona. It’s a trading platform invented to solve some of the major inconveniences faced by 

serious cryptocurrency traders. These problems include executing trades using multiple exchange 

terminals and applications, also having to invest a lot of money in different types of trading tools. 

Before diving deeper into what Atani is all about, it’s good to start from the beginning of what made 

it come to be: the problem.

TRADING CRYPTOCURRENCY CAN BE A DIFFICULT WITHOUT A PROPER 
CRYPTO TRADING TERMINAL

The lack of appropriate and proper tools when trading can be a massive hurdle for any cryptocur-

rency trader to handle. It can lead to spending more money than you get from trading. Instead of 

making profits, you’re continuously making losses and more losses rather than gains or profits.

This can lead to bankruptcy, stress, or even having some suicidal thoughts if all goes against you 

in some rare cases.

Proper cryptocurrency investing tools can help a lot in getting real-time market prices of commodi-

ties, manage your risks, make proper orders, and you can even make tons of profits compared to 

losses.

https://www.platinumcryptoacademy.com/cryptocurrency-investment/a-top-crypto-trading-terminal/
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With Atani, you have your back covered since it unifies everything into one crypto trading terminal.  

It has over 9,000 cryptocurrency trading pairs across over twenty leading crypto exchanges. You’ll 

delve into this a little later on in this article; for now, check out what a cryptocurrency trading terminal 

should include.

WHAT SHOULD A CRYPTO TRADING TERMINAL INCLUDE?

For you to know you’ve chosen the right crypto trading terminal for your cryptocurrency investing, 

these are the things to look for to feel rest assured you’ve chosen the right platform.

Responsiveness- Many cryptocurrency traders never pay attention to one of the most crucial 

aspects in crypto trading, and that’s the slippage. For instance, when a crypto trader places a stop-

order and the crypto asset experiences high volatility, the result is a gap that could lead to a worse 

value of what was to be executed.

Because of these orders with high volatility, such orders are hard to execute at the intended price 

though they will be executed at the next possible price. There will always be unnoticed differences 

in the prices of the traded crypto.

Trading with a terminal offering responsiveness will not only allow you to stop-order where appropri-

ate but also take-profit order and you can benefit dramatically from this.

Reliability- Subject to what individuals’ hardware and software types, a crypto trader may prefer a 

desktop app or a web-based app. Perceiving what type of terminal fits you best is perilous for cryp-

tocurrency investing. 

Something worth noting is that a crypto trader should ensure that the crypto trading terminal they 

use doesn’t freeze or crash frequently, especially during hot global economic events when crypto 

traders require stability.

User- friendly interface and User-friendly experience- the term user-friendly here in crypto trading 

terminal implies ease of placing an order or closing a trade at an instant. One-click crypto trading 

and management of the stop-loss orders, limit orders, and the other types of orders are benefits a 

cryptocurrency trader may take into account or look for in a crypto trading terminal.

Furthermore, it helps for the full navigation of the crypto trading terminal, making it more user-

friendly. If the trading terminal provides supplementary charts and tools, they should be justly easy 

to access and enhanced for the quick opening of multiple graphs simultaneously.

This point is an important one for aggressive cryptocurrency traders who depend more on the trad-

ing terminal than a moderate trader.

Analysis Tools- the key to educating yourself on how operative your crypto trading system is and 

how to modify it is being able to study your cryptocurrency trades after running their course. It would 

be hard to earn massive profits consistently without using the analysis tools.
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You’ll practically be cryptocurrency investing in the dark if you don’t use any crypto trading analysis 

tools.

Automatic trading-  Some crypto trading terminals provide algorithms that can be used to give rec-

ommendations regarding the crypto investments to make as well as permitting you to key in your 

algorithms that will automatically place orders. The placement of these orders only takes place when 

certain preloaded or predefined conditions are met.

You should double-check these algorithms, but once you see their potential to lead to profits, begin 

allowing the software to make your crypto investments automated and at the amount you outline.

Security of Data- this last point is the most important one. You require to prevent and safeguard 

your data from getting into the wrong hands. As a crypto trader, you don’t want your data compro-

mised by anyone. The trading terminal you choose should provide security for all of your information 

(including all your trading data).

The trading terminal you select to make your crypto trades should be as secure as possible. You 

must check the kind of data encryption the trading terminal of your choice uses, and this gives you 

some understanding of how well your information will be protected as it goes through the web or 

the internet.

Known and trustworthy trading terminals use firewalls both on their servers and their level of appli-

cations. Further, they hire the use of TWO separate synced servers onto which trading information 

and the trader’s data are stored. This allows any lost data from any of the servers to be recovered 

from the other.

Now that you’ve known all that’s required to spot in a crypto trading terminal before cryptocurrency 

investing, as earlier stated, it’s time to delve into the Atani cryptocurrency trading terminal.

THE ATANI CRYPTO TRADING TERMINAL

As you earlier read, the goal of inventing the Atani trading terminal was to solve the problems faced 

by most cryptocurrency traders. And that’s the inconveniences of executing crypto trades through 

multiple exchanges, investing time and hard-earned money in multiple trading tools that even don’t 

benefit traders as expected.

Atani comes in the form of a desktop application, and with it comes a range of features with a target 

of making asset management and cryptocurrency trading more effective.

WHAT ATANI IS

It’s a cryptocurrency trading platform with lots of beneficial features created to assist crypto traders 

to invest in cryptos, manage their portfolios, and manage their tax accounting and reporting by using 

a unified terminal.
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Atani has built a good name for itself since it is known to be one of the most promising blockchain 

start-ups in Europe. The firm has earned itself a promotion on TechCrunch, and it made it to the finals 

round at the Mobile World Congress in 2020. Its success has brought Atani to the map, making it 

known as a promising investment option in Venture Capital circles.

FEATURES YOU GET FROM USING ATANI

As you already earlier, Atani seems to have solved the problem faced by crypto traders, trading on 

multiple platforms, by providing a single unified solution (the terminal) where you can conduct all your 

trades without having to worry about leaving the platform. It offers unique features that make this 

possible. So without wasting more time, it’s time to look at each of them one by one.
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1.IT HAS 9,000 CRYPTOCURRENCY PAIRS ACROSS OVER 20 LEADING 
EXCHANGE TERMINALS

Atani, as of March 2021, supports trading for more than fifteen hundred cryptocurrencies and nine 

thousand trading pairs over more than twenty exchange terminals. The well-known exchange ter-

minals currently integrated with its app are OKEx, Binance, Huobi, Bitfinex, Kraken, and Coinbase.

What this means is if you’re currently using a combination of any of these exchange terminals, you 

are now able to trade on all of them using the Atani terminal.

2.REAL-TIME PORTFOLIO ALERTS

The Atani application can also be used to set price alerts for the aforementioned crypto pairs across 

the different supported exchange terminals. Your portfolio value is available in more than forty cur-

rencies. Instant price alerts can be sent to you through emails (up to 1,000), SMS (200 messages), 

and phone calls (30 calls). All these are allowed per month.

3.CHARTS AND ANALYTICS

The Atani trading terminal has included some of the handiest TradingView implements into the 

application. A crypto trader can simply distinguish chart types, other metrics, and technical indicators 

for profound understandings of your portfolio. Atani currently supports more than eighty technical 

indicators, seven types of charts, and more than fifty charting tools.

4.AUDITED TAX REPORTS

Atani trading terminal can automatically produce tax reports. Currently, it provides tax reports attuned 

with tax regimes in thirty countries across Europe, Asia, and America.

5.PRIVACY AND SECURITY

Atani allows you and only you to have full access and control over your APIs. In terms of privacy, a 

KYC or any other document isn’t required when registering with the terminal.

ATANI CRYPTO TRADING TERMINAL – CONCLUSION

If indeed you are serious about cryptocurrency investing, then Atani is the best crypto trading termi-

nal for you since its features allow you to trade on multiple exchanges in one platform.
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CONTENT CREATOR REWARDS EARN 

MORE FOR CONTENT 

– CBERRY DEFI ECOSYSTEM

What is CBerry Protocol?

CBerry protocol is a content sharing system that uses blockchain technology, and it runs on the 

Binance Smart Chain. The users or members of this platform are rewarded with the tokens CBY and 

CBR. Users can also be tipped using these tokens for any quality content they share. The CBerry 

protocol has incorporated Decentralized Finance Swap (DeFiSwap) and a Loan infrastructure for 

solid content creation and a rewarding ecosystem. CBerry’s main goal is to become the most 

rewarding and stable content creation terminal running on blockchain technology. Before delving 

deeper into CBerry protocol, first look at the problems faced by the normal content sharing platform.

PROBLEMS CBERRY PROTOCOL AIMED TO SOLVE

Non-Blockchain-related content sharing platforms like Facebook, Twitter, YouTube, Tiktok, and 

others have always been the most successful content sharing terminals. These platforms are often 

known as social media platforms. Social media platforms are the terminals that only reward those 

who have amassed a large number of followers and the views gotten from their content.

Most of the social media platforms are guided by stern rules that mostly flag crypto-related content 

as illegal. This prevents the full crypto expressions by cryptocurrency enthusiasts on those social 

media platforms.

https://www.platinumcryptoacademy.com/cryptocurrency-investment/cberry-protocol-content-sharing-platform-using-binance-smart-chain/
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Steemit is the only content-sharing platform that runs on blockchain technology.  It will be amusing 

to know that this platform isn’t the only content-sharing terminal that runs on the blockchain network. 

There were numerous others like Steemit, but instead of flourishing, most of them ran out of business 

in a short time.

This is because content sharing and the reward system are difficult to sustain, especially when you 

want it to be more gratifying. Here are some of the problems that these platforms faced and made 

them unable to sustain the system.

1. Poor funding- this is one of the major problems faced. To maintain a paying platform for content 

creators, the content terminal must be well-financed. A concrete financial backing ensures the suc-

cessful execution of the project and the ecosystem.

2. Poor management- this is another problem that’s commonly faced by novice blockchain con-

tent sharing terminals. Building any content sharing terminal needs devotion as a carefully crafted 

out ecosystem should be carefully drawn out and implemented. Poor management means that the 

terminal won’t be as successful as the creators want it to be.

3. Poorly designed ecosystem- this one here is the gravest problem that faces start-ups created 

for content sharing. Incentivizing the users of the content sharing terminal with real cash is a pressure 

on the sustainability of the project.

All the existing content sharing terminals have an existing issue that either prevents them from 

expanding or doesn’t fit what the users need. There’s an issue where the new users are receiving 

little to no reward when they create and post valuable and engaging content.

These social systems are centred on social recognition; it’s only the users with the most follow-

ers who receive the reward. But for novice users, recognition and having many followers is quite a 

hurdle. It’s often difficult for new users to get rewarded compared to those who already have built a 

reputation on the platform.

THE CBERRY PROTOCOL SOLUTIONS FOR THE PROBLEMS

CBerry Protocol integrates a dense network that will supply the best and the most recompensing 

content creation reward platform on the blockchain. It has a stiff protection against reward devalua-

tion and long-term hitches that have overwhelmed other related platforms.

The CBerry Protocol was premeditated after learning the complications encountered with other con-

tent creation platforms and then scrutinized by skilled sponsors so that the best conceivable platform 

is delivered.

CBerry’s environment will condense reliance on the acknowledgment system so that users and con-

tent creators are rewarded properly; this will be reached by using secondary actions to support the 

credit of new users.
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The content creation terminal will influence the 

Decentralized Finance protocol of the Swap and Loan 

system to provide in-trend services to users and, by 

that, safeguard the network’s solidity.

Reward tokens in the CBerry network will be highly 

urbanized and maintained; many solid partnerships 

attained for these tokens will ensure their liquidity, 

usability, and real value.

The terminal won’t be segment biased so that legal 

contents will be permitted and all the benefits of 

decentralization relished by the users.

All content types will be braced; this will include; audio, 

text, and video.

The tokens in the CBerry network will power the whole 

ecosystem. These tokens are the CBerry token (CBY) 

and the CBerry Reserve Token (CBR). They help allevi-

ate minting and the market aftermath on each token.

HOW CBERRY OPERATES

After registering on the platform, you’ll be able to cre-

ate and post your content on CBerry. The more likes 

you get on your published content, the more you’ll earn 

rewards on that post.  This reward is often paid in CBY 

and CBR tokens. Afterwards, the total amount is often 

distributed to both you and the ones that have liked 

your post after seven days of the post creation.

Unlike other content sharing terminals within this sec-

tor, after creating and posting your content, you’ll be 

tipped with CBY, CBR, and BNB tokens after a grace 

period of seven days. This allows you (the author) to 

continue earning on the post as long as it still exists on 

the terminal.

When you create and publish a post, the other users 

can either like or dislike the post. Liking the published 

post allocates some USD amount to the total earnings 

of the post.
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Disliking the published post removes some tokens from the total post-earnings. You (the author) and 

your likers share the total tokens earned on the post after the grace period (seven days).

Something worth noting; the likes and dislikes will not deduct any amount from the people who have 

liked or disliked the published content. The amount to be awarded is solely allocated from the CBY 

and CBR token supply.

The calculation on what a post gets is often based on the likes and disliker’s balance.

CBerry’s users can always tip the post even before the grace period (seven days), and this period is 

also known as the earning distribution period. In the case of a tip, the amount will be deducted from 

the user that tipped the post and sent directly to the author that posted it.

There’s a limit to the number of published content, likes, and dislikes a user can execute in a day. 

This limit is calculated from the user’s CBY token balance, and the calculation will be explained in 

a short while.

CBERRY’S REWARD TOKEN

The members of the network like and dislike power is calculated on the user’s CBY balance that’s 

locked on the protocol. Here’s how the calculation takes place:

When someone from the network likes the post, a specified amount is added to the earnings of the 

published content. And when they dislike the published content, a specified amount is deducted 

from the total earning of the published post. These calculations are based on the CBY token balance 

of the members who like or dislike the published post.

Here’s an example of how an amount added to a like looks like:

Current USD value 0.2% of liker’s CBY token balance.

And here’s an example of how an amount deducted from a dislike looks like:

Current USD value 0.2% of disliker’s CBY balance.

Something worth noting here is this amount isn’t deducted from the liker’s or the disliker’s token 

balance of CBY. This balance is just used to calculate what to award to the published content. The 

amount given is assigned from the CBY and CBR supply assigned to the network.

THIS IS WHAT MAKES CBERRY DIFFERENT

THE REWARD DISTRIBUTION STRUCTURE OF CBERRY PROTOCOL

After the given grace period (seven days), the published post rewards are divided to the author 

(post’s writer) and the ones that liked that published post. The post’s writer often receives eighty per 

cent of the total earnings.  Those that have like the post share the remaining twenty per cent accord-

ing to the rules of sharing tokens set on the platform. A good way to do cryptocurrency investing 

without having to buy any crypto, don’t you think?
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The total USD reward gets distributed in CBY and CBR tokens according to the market price they’re 

currently at during the distribution.

To lessen the minting effect on the market price, the majuscule payment token varies according to 

the situation in the market at the time of division of the reward tokens.

TOP 12 CONTENT SHARING SYSTEMS UTILIZING BLOCKCHAIN 
TECHNOLOGY

If you love cryptocurrency investing and you follow everything related to blockchain technology 

and crypto, then there isn’t the slightest doubt that you’ve come across content sharing terminals 

running on this disruptive tech.

Moreover, these platforms reward you for sharing content on their network in crypto tokens. If you 

are a fan of cryptocurrency investing without having to purchase crypto, then this list of the top con-

tent sharing systems using blockchain technology will pique your interest:

1. CNBT

2. arXiv

3. LIBRY

4. MEDIACHAIN

5. REBEL AI

6. FLUZ FLUZ

7. STEEMIT

8. CIVIL

9. DOT BLOCKCHAIN MEDIA

10. BONDED

11. SAPIEN

12. VEVUE

These content-sharing platforms will interest you if you do love cryptocurrency investing.

CONCLUSION

All in all, this was to show you that aside from CBerry, there are other platforms just like it that allow 

you to earn crypto tokens while doing what you love- creating and sharing content. Aside from that, 

if you are enthusiastic about cryptocurrency investing but don’t desire to trade any cash or buying 

crypto, then this is the best alternative for you. In the world of cryptos, there are a lot of ways you 

can make a profit from simply doing cryptocurrency investing. And this doesn’t necessarily mean 

trading or holding crypto. You can simply create and share valuable and informative content to earn 

crypto as well.
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https://www.platinumcryptoacademy.com/

